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Chapterr 3 

Electroweakk Baryogenesis 

3.11 Introduction 

Baryogenesiss concerns the creation of an asymmetry in the abundance of particles and 
anti-particless from a symmetric initial state. At present, these particles are mostly 
photonss and neutrinos, as well as protons and electrons which exist in equal numbers, 
becausee of the apparently exact charge neutrality of the Universe. Traditionally, one 
hass been concerned with the creation of baryons (quarks) but the problem may as 
welll  be phrased as leptogenesis, the creation of leptons (electrons). 
Thee problem is often illustrated as follows: Assume that a particle species i.e. protons 
iss in thermal equilibrium. If anti-protons are equally abundant this equilibrium will 
bee maintained by creation-annihilation processes until the plasma is rarefied enough 
thatt collisions no longer occur. The current density of these relics will be whatever 
itt was at this freeze-out time, diluted by the expansion since then. In terms of the 
usuall  baryon-to-photon ratio the expected particle number densities (m) are [10] 

Z^^ = I ^ 1 0 - 1 8 . (3.1) 
n77 n7 

Successfull  nucleosynthesis requires 

rlbrlb ~ Ub ~ 10"9, (3.2) 
71-y y 

Thesee nine orders of magnitude are to be resolved through baryogenesis. 

3.22 Requirements for baryogenesis 

Baryogenesiss is only possible if the fundamental interactions fulfil l certain criteria 
[53].. Obviously, baryon (B) number cannot be strictly conserved by all interactions 
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Chapterr 3. Electroweak Barvogenesis 

off  the theory. Otherwise a zero baryon number after inflation would stay zero. With 
aa general density matrix p 

{B){i){B){i)  = Tr(p{t)B) = T r ( e ' ' " ' / » ( 0 )e- ' ^ B ) = Tr (p(0) è) = (B)(0). (3.3) 

if[H.B]if[H.B]  = 0 . 

Second,, since baryon number is odd under charge conjugation C we must require 
thatt it is not a symmetry of the theory either. Otherwise a process generating baryon 
numberr would have a C conjugate version generating the exact same but oppositely 
signedd amount. A similar argument applies to the combined C and parity P. since 
baryonn number is even under parity. In other words, since 

CBC-CBC-11 = -B. PBP~l=B. TBT~'=B. (3.4) 

baryonn number is odd under C. CP and CPT. So if the initial condition is symmetric 

C/HOJC-11 =p(0) or (CP)fX())(CPf] =/5(0). (3.5) 

thenn if [H. C] = 0 (and/or [H. CP] = 0) 

( f l ) ( r )=Tr (p ( f )Z?)) = T r ( p C -1 C B C - 1 c ) 

== - Tr (e ' ' "' CmC~l r~i A ' fi) = -(B)(t) = 0. (3.6) 

(andd similarly for CP). 

Thirdlyy we must require the processes to take place out of thermal equilibrium, since 
irrespectivee of symmetries being broken, the equilibrium distribution of particles and 
anti-particless depends only on their masses, which is the same (m = ill) 

»(P)) = ( c V ^ ^  I ) " ' = n(p). (3.7) 

forr bosons (-1) and fermions (+1). respectively. This means that the expectation 
valuee of B is zero in equilibrium. Using 

pp = exp (-H/T). (CPT)-' H (CPT) = H. (3.8) 

{B)=TT([>B){B)=TT([>B)  = T r ( e- / " , / T B ) 

== Tr (i~H/T(CPT)B(CPT)-1  ̂ =-{B)=Q. (3.9) 

Inn eq. (3.7) we have assumed that there is no chemical potential for baryon number 
/IB -- This applies while baryon number is not conserved. In most barvogenesis models 
baryonn number violating processes are suppressed below a certain temperature or 
energyy scale, and afterwards thermal equilibrium is restored. Because of the generated 
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3.2.. Requirements for baryogenesis 

non-zeroo baryon number there is now a chemical potential, and eq. (3.9) no longer 
goess through, since 

(CPT)-(CPT)-11
 e-(Ü-VnB)/T ( C p T ) = e-(H+»Bè)/T ^ ^ 

Iff  thermal equilibrium1 is restored while the baryon number violating processes are 
stilll  active, a generated asymmetry will be washed out again. 

Fulfillmentt of the above criteria is a necessary but not sufficiënt condition for ba-
ryogenesis.. and still requires us to construct a scenario in which everything comes 
togetherr to give the correct size of the baryon asymmetry. 

Thee most straightforward way to fulfil l these criteria is within Grand Unified Theories, 
extensionss of the Standard Model with a larger gauge group. Typically leptons and 
quarkss are in a common multiplet of the gauge group, thus breaking baryon number 
throughh the gauge interactions. C and CP are already broken in the Standard Model, 
andd in general GUT's there is no reason why they should be symmetries. The typical 
energyy scale of the gauge bosons of GUT's is TG UT = 1015^16 GeV, and baryogenesis 
iss realized if the decay rate F of these massive particles is slower than the expansion 
ratee of the Universe 'T < H". In that case the reactions fall out of equilibrium (the 
particlee distribution function is no longer thermal) and a baryon asymmetry can be 
generatedd [10]. 

AA variation on this scenario is when the heavy particles that decay are massive neut-
rinos.. This leptogenesis [54, 55] creates a non-zero lepton number which can be 
convertedd into a non-zero baryon number through sphaleron processes (see below). 
Thee leptogenesis model has many compelling features. For instance heavy neutrinos 
occurr in extensions of the SM. where a Majorana mass term is added for the neutrinos. 
Throughh the seesaw mechanism this may explain the tiny (but non-zero) masses of 
thee SM neutrinos. In addition, most inflation models predict reheating temperatures 
farr below GUT scale r r eh ~ 109~10GeV <C TGUT- This means that the heavy GUT 
particless may never have been created (see however [56, 48]). In leptogenesis, the 
massivee neutrinos can have masses around M ~ Tret, and still generate the required 
asymmetryy [55, 57, 58]. 

Wee shall be concerned with the possibility of realizing baryogenesis within the SM 
itself. . 

3.2.11 The Standard Model 

Thee Standard Model of particle physics is a gauge theory based on the group SUC(3) x 
SUj(2)SUj(2) x £/y(l) with the classical Lagrangian density 

££ = £-SU{'.i) + £>SU(2) + £ f / ( l ) + ^Higgs + £fermion + £ Yukawa- (3-11) 

with h 

11 Kinetic and chemical equilibrium. 
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Chapterr 3. Elect roweak Baryogenesis 

-Cu-^^iD^D^o-Cu-^^iD^D^o + xL'o-'-j] . (3.13) 

-^ferrnio.,, = -C^D^V +  l l .C. - £ Yukawa = r4>AP/? t' + {<\i&P LC (3.14) 

GG(({{ tt.. A"t. S/ ; and G";l/. A"tll/. Bfn/ are the gauge fields and field strengths for color, 
isospinn and hypercharge respectively, and g^.fj-z-fji the corresponding gauge coup-
lings.. PLJR = (1 =F " ° ) / 2 are the left-/right-hand projectors. 

DDflfloo = ( ^ - iA«T" iBtlY)o. (3.15) 

y j i V '' = v (^ - iG*; ti
a - /A;;T'JPL - mtl (YLPL + YRPR)) U. (3.i6) 

aree the covariant derivatives for Higgs and ferniion fields, o = (01.O2) is the Higgs 
SU(2)SU(2) doublet field and <!> its matrix version 

* - ( - % £ )  <3-17) 

Thee fermion fields (ƒ' have color, flavor and family indices in addit ion to the Dirac 
index.. The mass matr ix can be written in isospin space1 as 

X"-X"-dd are diagonal matrices and V^'R rotation matrices in family space. Finally 

VCKMM = V^Vt- (3-19) 

iss the Cabibbo-Kobayaslh-Maskawa matrix, which encodes the quark flavor mixing, 
parametr izedd by three mixing angles and one CP-violating complex phase. 

Inn i ts simplest form, elect roweak baryogenesis is studied within the SU(2)-Higgs-
fermionn system with the CKM matrix as the source of CP-violation. For most of the 
following,, we wall neglect the U( l ) and SU(3) gauge fields, since they appear to only 
(niterr as extra background degrees of freedom, and to provide additional interaction 
channels. . 

3.33 Anomalies and baryon number violation in the 
SM M 

Thee SM Lagrangian CSM has a certain number of continuous global symmetries. 
Eachh of these has a corresponding Noether current jf. which at the classical level is 
divergence-lesss and has a conserved Noether charge Qt 

D,j'D,j' ii '(.r)=i).'(.r)=i).  Q^jtfxjl dQQ,= 0.. (3.20) 
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3.3.. Anomalies and baryon number violation in the SM 

Inn the quantum theory some of these currents are not conserved in the presence of 
gaugee fields, they are anomalous. The non-conservation of baryon number in the SM is 
thee result of such an anomaly. Consider for a general operator T in color/isospin/L-R 
space e 

jvjv =i'ip^f^Tip, vector current, (3-21) 

jgjg =itjjj^^ 5Tip, axial vector current. (3.22) 

ffLL = i^TPLip, left-handed current, (3.23) 

j£=iip'y*j£=iip'y* iiTPTPRR\l>,\l>,  right-handed current. (3.24) 

Byy summing over different species of particles (quarks q and leptons /), we can define 
thee vector baryon B and lepton L(ep.) currents 

66 q I 

withh T = 1 and where color should also be summed over for the quarks. Similarly 
wee can define axial baryon and lepton currents including a j 5 . The charges are the 
baryonn and lepton numbers 

BB = Jd3xj°B, L = Jd3xj°ep, (3.26) 

whichh are then conserved at the classical level. In currents coupling to gauge fields, 
TT is replaced by a charge operator 

Ju(i)Ju(i) = l  ̂ (YLpL + YRPR) V, hypercharge. Y. (3.2T) 

)) =iï>J fiTaPLi>,  isospin, ra\ a = 1,2,3, (3.28) 

3su{3)3su{3) = ^7M *V , color, tb, b = 1 , . . ., 8. (3.29) 

Forr gauge invariance and Ward identities to be preserved, these currents cannot be 
allowedd to be anomalous. This can indeed be imposed in the SM, which in this context 
iss said to be anomaly free. It does require quarks and leptons to come in families 
withh the proper charge quantum numbers. The consistency of the SM is not the issue 
here,, and we refer to [59, 5]. 

Whenn coupling fermions to gauge fields, global currents can develop anomalies 2 [63]. 
Thee basic Feynman diagram responsible for this is the triangle (Fig. 3.1) with gauge 
fieldsfields coupling to vector currents. The divergence of c^jf ,0 has a non-zero matrix 
elementt to create a pair of gauge bosons from the vacuum. For vector-like gauge 
theoriess like QED the basic anomaly is in the axial current. One finds that3 

(p^kld,(p^kld, ( # 7 " 7 V) 10}  = ^^k\e^^F^FbpaC
ab\0), (3.30) 

2Thee Adler-Bell-Jackiw anomalies [60, 61, 62], see also [5]. 
3Thee step from the two matrix elements of eq. (3.30) being equal to the two operators being 

equall  is based on [64] where it is shown that no other diagrams contribute to the anomaly. Non-
perturbativee derivations in terms of the path-integral measure [65] confirm this. 
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Chapterr 3. Electroweak Baryogenesis 

G,bb / 

Figuree 3.1: The basic diagrams responsible for the Adler-Bell-Jackiw anomaly. When 
gaugee invariance is imposed so that the gauge currents are anomaly free, the diver-
gencee of the global current receives an anomalous contribution. The two diagrams 
havee different ordering of the charge operators Ta-b. Summing the two results is the 
factorr Tr {TaTb + TbTa) = Cab. 

wheree F£v is the field strength of the gauge field in question. Because we will be 
studyingg gauge fields coupled asymmetrically to left and right handed currents, we 
needd the anomaly from the diagram with left- and right-handed currents respectively 
(Fig.. 3.2), 

88 i'1

UUIJ-JR IJ-JR 

1 1 
64TT2 2 

- 1 1 

64^2' ' 

77 T?d T?b /^iab 

ab ab 
fivfiv11 pcrv-yR ' 

rrF"FF"F bbC C 

(3.31) ) 

(3.32) ) 

AA few comments are in order. We are interested in the anomaly of the baryon current 
andd so at one of the vertices we set T = 1. C^,R is then the trace of the gauge charge 
operatorss in the diagram C£,R = Tr (TaTb+TbTa), where the trace denotes summing 
overr all particles running in the loop, left or right-handed. Had we included a general 
generatorr at the third vertex T = Tc (to find the anomaly in a gauge current j^'c) 
wee would have to replace Cab,R -> dabc, where dabc = Tr [Ta(TbTc + TcTb)}. Notice 
thatt the TaM'c need not be generators of the same gauge group4. The anomaly of the 
vectorr current is the sum of the anomalies of the left- and right-handed currents. For 
twoo external C/(l)'s with hypercharge Y we find (leaving out the redundant labels 

Inn the case where they are, we have to take into account issues of Bose symmetry gi-
off  1/3 [59]. No more about this. 

facte e 
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3.3.. Anomalies and baryon number violation in the SM 

7 <C C 

T
ay'(l-Y 5)/2 2 

' ' 

bb o, 
TT Y( l-Y

5)/2 2 

v,a a 

o,b b 

TaYd+Y)/2 2 

TbY°(l+Y5)/2 2 

Figuree 3.2: The anomaly of the vector current receives contributions from left (left) 
andd right (right) handed currents. For the baryon number we sum over quarks (and 
color)) in the loop, for the lepton current over leptons. 

a.b) a.b) 

CCqq,,LL=2j2Yt=2j2Yt = \NF, 
,i.i. ,i.i. 

CCLLLL=2j2Yl=N=2j2Yl=NFF. . 
I.L I.L 

10 0 
CCqq..RR=2Y,Y=2Y,Y22

RR = iNF. 
a,R a,R 

Q , f l = 2 ^ y || = 27VF, 

(3.33) ) 

(3.34) ) 

(3.35) ) 

(3.36) ) 
i.it i.it 

wheree we have written quark and lepton contributions out separately. We have input 
thee hypercharge quantum numbers of the SM species and NF = 3 is the number of 
particlee generations. The baryon and lepton vector currents are therefore anomalous 
byy the amount 

aa -M _ _ (Cab — Cah \ rP-vP°~ pa pb NNF F 

~64~̂  ^ 
NNF F aa --A» _ (nab _ nab \ .Itvpa pa pb _ 

00pJhep.pJhep. " \yi,L ^l.R) 6 4 7 r2
e r ^ r p a ~ g ^ 

Aivpo-nAivpo-n r> cc -Jpu pa 

cc LJ pv pa 

(3.37) ) 

(3.38) ) 

fromm coupling to two U(l) fields. For two SU(3) gauge fields a similar argument goes 
through, , 

C%C%bb
LL=6=6abab Y  ̂ l=NFSab, 

L.c.t. L.c.t. 

CCaa
qq

bb
RR=5=5ahah Y, 1 =NF6ab. 

(3.39) ) 

(3.40) ) 
R.c.t. R.c.t. 
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Chapterr 3. Electroweak Baryogenesis 

wheree we sum over color triplets (L/R.c.t.). and 

SU{'3)SU{'3) fields couple equally to loft- and right-handed particles and the anomalies 
cancell  in the vector current (but not in the axial current). Finally for SU(2) the 
gaugee vertices couple only to lefthanded currents and 

CCt'L=^>t'L=^>  Y, 1 = 3A><W (3-42) 
L.q.d. L.q.d. 

Cfl=KbCfl=Kb Yl 1 = XF^>- (3-43) 
L.l.d. L.l.d. 

withh sums over quark and lepton doublets (L.q.d.. L.l.d.). Then. 

11 1 V 

11 N 

InIn the remaining cases wliero the two gauge fields have different charge operators (for 
instancee one U{1) and one SU{2) external field). Cab = 0. 
Wee wil l be concentrating on SU{2) 

B(t)B(t) - B(0) = AB = j dt Jd\r ^e^A^A^, = AL. (3.47) 

Thee integrand is a total derivative 

tt'Vfwtt'Vfw  A"  An 

Gi7rGi7r2-2- A»„„A",„  = d,K*. (3.48) 

off  the Chern-Simons current 

KK''XX = ^ 2 f / " ' " T r (A»dPAo ~ i\A,ApAa\ . (3.49) 

Thee corresponding charge is the Chmi-Simons number 

N,N,ss = I cI3xK°. (3.50) 

Forr gauge fields evolving in time, wc write 

tt r ft f i 

NNcticti(t)(t) - A - ( O) = I dt j d'sdoK" = f dt f d*x — ^A%A%. (3.5L 
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3.4.. Sphalerons 

Thiss brings us to the central equations of electroweak baryogenesis relating the change 
inn baryon number to the change in Chern-Simons number of the background SU(2) 
gaugee fields: 

AB^NAB^NFF(N„{t)-N(N„{t)-N cscs(Q))'(Q))' (3-52) 
A{B-L)=0,A{B-L)=0, (3.53) 

AA  (B + L) = 2 NF (Ncs(t) ~ Nm(0)). (3.54) 

Numericall  studies of SM baryon number violation focus on the evolution of the Chern-
Simonss number in pure gauge or gauge-Higgs systems. It is assumed that the fermion 
fields,, which are carrying the baryon number, just "tag'" along in order to satisfy 
thee anomaly equation (3.52) and that their back-reaction on the dynamics can be 
neglectedd in first approximation. In [66] a study including fermions was performed in 
1+11 dimensions. 

3.44 Sphalerons 

Thee vacua of Sf/(2)-Higgs theory are pure gauge 

AAllll (x)=iQ{x)d(x)=iQ{x)dfifiQ-Q-ll(x).(x). (3.55) 

d>(x)=Q{x)<j>Q.d>(x)=Q{x)<j>Q.  (3.56) 

withh (J)Q — (0,v/\/2), and are enumerated by the gauge field winding number5 

nnAA = l— f (fx eijkrTv [ïüd^r^^fT^I^-fT 1], (3.57) 

whichh is integer. 

AA continuous transition from one vacuum to another has to go through non-vacuum 
configurations,, and thus requires finite energy. For such transitions. 

I>l I>l nnAA{t{t 22)-n)-nAA(t(tll)=)=  I dtl fad^R*1 = N^fo) - N^ih) (3.58) 

Thiss can be seen by plugging a pure gauge (eq. (3.55)) into the definition of Chern-
Simonss number (eq. (3.49)). In such a transition the change in Chern-Simons number 
iss the difference between the initial and final winding. Whereas winding number is 
onlyy well-defined in the vacua and is always integer. Chern-Simons number changes 
continuouslyy during the transition. Chern-Sirnons number is not a gauge-invariant 
quantity,, since any vacuum can be gauge transformed to the trivial one (JVrs = Ü). 
However,, changes in Chern-Simons number are gauge invariant, because the time 
derivativee is. 

doNdoNcscs X f d3x F F -x f d\r E  B. (3.59) 

' 'Thee winding number enumerates mappings from SU(2) the three sphere 5''3. S  ̂ can in turn be 
consideredd as a compactification of R . 
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-11 0 N c s 1 2 

Figuree 3.3: Sketch of the potential for Chern-Simons number Ncs for S'[/(2)-Higgs the-
ory.. A vacuum to vacuum transition can be the result of zero temperature tunnelling 
andd finite temperature thermal hopping. 

Thee (effective) potential of the 5C/(2)-system therefore consists of a series of degen-
eratee vacua, enumerated by integer Chern-Simons number, and separated by energy 
barriers.. It is sketched in Fig. 3.3. 

Vacuum-to-vacuumm transitions can occur as a result of quantum tunneling and through 
finitee temperature thermal hopping. At zero temperature only quantum tunneling 
contributes,, and the transition rate is exponentially suppressed by the Euclidean ac-
tionn of the instanton interpolating between one vacuum and the next6 [67], 

Tinstantonn <X e xp (Se), Se = — 5- ~ 180. (3.60) 
9 9 

Thiss makes the process completely negligible. 

Att finite temperature it is possible through thermal fluctuations to generate finite 
energyy (non-vacuum) field configurations mediating continuous classical transitions. 
Thee lowest energy configuration sitting halfway between two neighbouring vacua (with 
iVcss = 1/2) [68. 69], is a saddle point solution to the equations of motion known as 
thee sphaleron. Classical paths between the two vacua will go through this or similar 
configurationss which are close (in energy) to the sphaleron. Sphalerons are localized 
objectss in space, and because they are strong field phenomena it can be argued that 
theirr dynamics can be treated classically (see [2] for a review). 

Thee 5C/(2)-Higgs system has a high- and a low-temperature phase. At low temper-
aturee the Higgs field acquires a non-zero expectation value 

(p(x))(p(x)) = ( v^Ka; )) = v/y/2, (3.61) 
66gg is now 32-



3.4.. Sphalerons 

andd an approximate solution can be found for the sphaleron [68. 69]. It has energy 
proportionall  to the Higgs expectation value v 

fflffl ww(r)(r) gv(T) 
EEsphsph = K —. rnVf{T) =—-—. {d.bl) 

withh aw = ö2/(47r) and K ~ 3 - 5, so7 Esph ~ lOTeV. Since a transition has to go 
throughh this configuration, the diffusion rate of thermal transitions at temperature T 
iss suppressed by the Boltzmann factor of this energy 

r , p h ( T ) = c 1 Q w 4 T 4 e - V .. (3.63) 

wheree T is defined as 

((N((Ncaca{t)-N{t)-Ncaca(Q))(Q))22)) = Vtr8ph. (3.64) 

andd V is the volume of the system. 

Inn the high temperature phase on the other hand. (p(x)) ~ 0. The barriers in the 
gaugee field potential (Fig. 3.3) become much smaller, and although there is still 
diffusionn of Chern-Simons number, they are probably no longer mediated by localized 
objectss like sphalerons. The rate can be parameterized as [71] 

r s p h( r )) = C2Qw5r4. (3.65) 

Thee numbers Ci,2 have been studied extensively in numerical simulations by looking 
att classical Chern-Simons number diffusion in equilibrium: in the symmetric phase 
[72,, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79] and in the broken phase [70]. In addition, sphaleron 
diffusionn in the presence of a chemical potential has been studied in equilibrium [72. 80] 
andd applied to tachyonic baryogenesis [81]. 

Ass a result of the anomaly equation eq. (3.52) sphaleron transitions can be respons-
iblee for the wash-out of a generated baryon asymmetry. If they arc not sufficiently 
suppressedd immediately after baryogenesis, in equilibrium a generated baryon asym-
metryy will be erased. In particular a baryon asymmetry generated at high energies 
TT » 100 GeV would not survive. Notice however that it is the combined B + L 
whichh is violated. If an asymmetry is generated in the B - L channel, this will not 
bee affected by sphaleron processes. 

Thee U{\) gauge field of the SM also gives rise to an anomaly (eq. (3.37)). However, 
Chern-Simonss number is zero for all vacuum configurations of a U{\) field in 3+1 
dimensions.88 This means that vacuum to vacuum transitions are not accompanied by 
aa change in baryons number. For this reason the U{\) anomaly is usually neglected in 
thee context of electroweak baryogenesis. even though at finite temperature. (N^uii) 

77 We can think of this as the height of the barrier in Fig. 3.3. although in the effective potential 
wee should calculate the free energy including fluctuations around the saddle point, see for instance 
[70]. . 

8Thiss is related to the fact that £7(1) gauge theory has no instantons in 3+1 dimensions, 
7 T 3 ( f / ( l ) ) = 0 . . 
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Chapterr 3. Electroweak Baryogenesis 

couldd be non-zero. In 1 + 1 dimensions on the other hand. U{\) gauge fields do have 
instantt ons. and sphaleron transitions happen in an analogous way to the 3+1 dimen-
sionall  case for SU(2). This has been used extensively for toy models of barvogenesis 
[82.. 83. 84. 85. 86. 87. 88. 3]. We will study such a model in chapter 4. 

3.55 C and CP breaking: Electroweak flavour mixing 

Inn the SM the SU{2) and U{\) gauge fields couple differently to left- and right handed 

fields,, thus violating C and P separately. The interactions between ferniions and 

gaugee fields and gauge fields and scalar fields do not violate the combined CP. 

CPCP is broken when ferniions are coupled to the Higgs held through the CKM matr ix 

^Yukawaa = vMPt fO' + vtf&PLV. (3.60) 

Ass mentioned eq. (3.18) 

AA "  ̂ 0 ydyiyH ) • (3.67) 

Au u 

0 0 
0 0 

{) ) 

Ac c 
0 0 

0 0 
0 0 
At t 

A"" = 

AA s tandard parainetrization of the CKM matrix is9 

A(, , 
0 0 
0 0 

0 0 

As s 

Ü Ü 

0 0 
0 0 

A, , 
;3.68) ) 

V'ii V ? = V C K M = V«*  v™ V<>>  = (3-6 9) 
// vud 

K,y y 

VV Vtd 

s s 

<~12<'233 -

-('12^23 -('12^23 

VVUH UH 

Vcs Vcs 

vvts ts 

12t ' l3 3 

*V2»V3 *V2»V3 

-- «12-' 

vvilhilh  \ 
vvch ch 
VVttuu ] 

S2A<S2A<Jd Jd 

'13*23 3 

= = 

S2-M-13 S2-M-13 

f'23^'13 3 

- «12 f ' 233 - C-12fi238i3(ild CV2C23 ~ *12*13SXI<'1° «2:^-13 | - ( 3 . 7 0 ) 

.S1 2C233 - (•12C23Sl3(''d 

withh three mixing angles 6r2. 623. #13 and one phase S. 

Onee way of proceeding from here is to integrate out the ferniions in the path integral, 
andd recover the effect of the CP-violation in effective higher order terms, composed 
off gauge and Higgs fields. The lowest dimensional combination which violates CP is 
expectedd to be 1 0 

A £ C . T . II = j^ö^oTrA^A"». (3.71) 

9 s i 22 = sin #12. C12 = cos 0i2 etc. 
10Iff 4>^0 is constant this term is similar to the 0 term of QCD. It is then a total derivative, and 

wouldd drop out of the classical equations of motion. do(o*o) can also be seen as a chemical potential 
forr Chern-Simons number. 
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3.5.. C and CP breaking: Electroweak flavour mixing 

withh some coefficient öcp and a mass M2. 

Attemptss have been made within perturbation theory to estimate the size of öcp in 
thee SM [89, 90]. The conclusion is. that the first contribution appears at 7-loop order 
andd is proportional to 

JJ - sin2 (012) sin
2 (023) sin

2 (013) sin
2 (<5). (3.72) 

whichh vanishes for any of the mixing angles being zero or 6 = 0. It is supposed to be 
multipliedd by a combination of mass eigenvalues vanishing for degenerate masses [91] 

m122 = (ml - m2
c){mi - m2)(m2 - m2)(ml - m2)(m2 - rn2)  ̂ - m 2) . (3.73) 

Att finite temperature one should then divide by the typical momentum squared run
ningg in the loop k2 ~ T2 to a power equal to the number of loops. 

w^w^JJh-h- (3-74) 
Insertingg M ~ v = 246 GeV, T = 100 GeV and the value <5cp = (3  0.3) x 10~5 

suggestedd by experiments [92]. we find 

SScpcp - 10-20 . (3.75) 

Thee conclusion is. that if electroweak baryogenesis took place at finite temperature, 
thee SM CP-violation is much too small to produce the observed baryon asymmetry 
[93,, 94](see however [95, 96, 97]). 

Beloww and in chapters 4 and 5 we will study baryogenesis taking place at zero temper
aturee during Higgs symmetry breaking. It is then not clear how to proceed from eq. 
(3.74)) since T — 0. Making the simple replacement T -  ̂ v results in <5cp ~ 10 - 2 3 . In 
[98]] it is shown using the results of [99. 100]. that a gradient expansion of the effective 
actionn at zero temperature does not give a term exactly of the form eq. (3.71), but 
aa similar term with a more complicated structure. In particular, M2 oc (fA(p and so 
thee length of the Higgs field cancels out. In addition, the overall size of the Yukawa 
couplingss drops out as well. In fact, the whole term is identically zero but in a subtle 
wayy (see also the introduction of chapter 5 and [101]). 

Lookingg beyond the SM. terms of the form (3.71) are expected to arise in low energy 
effectivee actions of higher scale models (GUT. SUSY. etc.). M would then be some 
characteristicc mass scale of that theory. 

Onee may also be interested in calculating the coefficients of the next order CP-
violatingg terms, which may be expected to have the form 

A£CKM.22 = («Ï (D  ̂ D,è - 4^LA<;IUA  ̂ -^A^Af™. (3.7G) 

Inn equilibrium, the term eq. (3.76) is expected to produce a skew distribution of 
Chern-Simonss number which has (NC!i) = 0 but (N^A / 0 [102]. Such an asymmetric 
distributionn can then be brought out of equilibrium and maybe create an asymmetry. 
Thee coefficients nf 2

 a r e a t present unknown. 
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3.66 Baryogenesis in hot and cold transitions 

Havingg seen that B. C and CP are broken in the SM. we are left with the task of 
constructingg a scenario in which these ingredients come together at a stage in the 
evolutionn of the Universe, when the relevant degrees of freedom were out of thermal 
equilibrium. . 

InIn many scenarios, reheating after inflation generated a radiation dominated Universe 
att a temperature 

TTnnhh > Tew. (3.77) 

Att these temperatures, sphaleron transitions were in equilibrium, and any preexisting 
BB + L was washed out. If there was a primordial B — L from another mechanism in a 
GUTT model, this would however survive. If that was not the case, the Universe must 
havee been baryon symmetric all the way to the electroweak scale. 
Thee Universe expanded and cooled, eventually reaching T = Tev/ ~ 100 GeV. One 
wouldd think that the expansion itself would force the system out of equilibrium. 
However,, around the electroweak scale the expansion rate was 

TT2TT2 (100 GeV)4
 14 

HH22 =  2
 ; - H ~ 10-14 GeV. (3.78) 

Equilibriumm was maintained as long as the typical reaction rates T were larger than 
thee expansion rate 

## > 1- (3.79) 

Thiss is amply satisfied for electroweak rates at the electroweak scale. 
Ass mentioned in section 3.5. the electroweak theory has a phase transition associ
atedd with Higgs symmetry breaking. This finite temperature transition has a critical 
temperaturee of Tc ~ 100 GeV in the SM11 [103. 104. 105]. Above Tc. symmetry is 
restoredd by thermal fluctuations, and12 (p(x)) ~ 0. Below Tc. (p(x)) = v/\/2 > 0. 
Suchh a transition is a possible source of out-of-equilibrium conditions. 
Iff the transition is first order, bubbles of the broken phase nucleated in the symmetric 
phasee [106. 107]. These bubbles grew and eventually merged. Because of C and CP 
beingg broken, as the bubble walls swept through space, they had different reflection 
andd transmission coefficient for left- and right-handed particles. Outside the bubble, 
sphaleronn transitions were in equilibrium and B{+L) was zero, while inside they were 
suppressedd by a non-zero vev v(Tc)

u. This effectively produced a baryon asymmetry 
[1,, 84. 108. 109. 85. 106, 110, 96. I l l , 94, 112. 113, 114]. The usual criterion for 

TTcc depends on the Higgs mass. For the largest Higgs masses for which the transition is first 
order,, Tn ~ 100 GeV 

1 2I tt is not exactly zero since it is an average over a strictly positive quantity. In this sense. (p(x)) 
iss not a real order parameter of the transition. 

1 3Whichh at finite temperature is not the zero temperature one v(Tc) < v(0). 
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3.6.. Baryogenesis in hot and cold transitions 

thee process to be effective and for sphalerons to be sufficiently suppressed inside the 
bubblee is a constraint on the vev v(Tc) [2]. 

VV-^--^- > 1. v{Tc) > lOOGeV. (3.80) 
-L-L c 

Thee strength of the transition is determined by the only remaining unmeasured para
meterr of the SM, the Higgs mass. The current lower bound is rnH > 114 GeV [115]. 
Inn the SM. Higgs masses beyond 72 GeV imply that the electroweak transition is not 
firstt order, but a cross-over [103, 116. 117]. This means that the Universe was in equi
libriumm all the way to the QCD phase transition at 100 MeV at which time sphaleron 
transitionss had stopped occuring. 

Forr supersymmetric models and non-minimal SM's with extended Higgs sectors, the 
electroweakk phase transition can be first order. For the minimal supersymmetric SM. 
thiss requires mH < 120 GeV for the lightest Higgs [118]. There are many reasons to 
believee that supersymmetry is realized in Nature, and progress is still being made in 
calculatingg the produced baryon asymmetry in these models [119]. In particular the 
dynamicss of the bubble walls [120, 121]. their interactions with the plasma [122] and 
thee bubble nucleation rate [107. 123. 124. 125]. 

Inn the minimal SM it seems impossible to generate the observed baryon asymmetry 
iff the Universe reheated to Treh > Tew and cooled as a normal radiation dominated 
Universe.. The masses of quarks and the Higgs are such, that there would be no phase 
transtionn but a cross-over preserving thermal equilibrium. In addition the GKM CP-
violationn is suppressed by products of the CKM couplings by a factor ex 10 - 2 0 . 

Whatt  if  T = 07 

Thesee problems could be avoided if electroweak symmetry breaking occured immedi
atelyy after or as a result of the end of inflation, and the reheating temperature was 
zero14.. Investigation of this Cold Electroweak Baryogenesis scenario is the main focus 
off this thesis. It is summarized in Fig. 3.4. 

14Orr very small compared to the electroweak scale 
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Coldd Electroweak Baryogenesis 

Inflationn at low energy scale. 
Inflationn ends. Temperature is zero. 

Thee energy density after inflation is 0(100 GeV) . 
^Higgss symmetry breaking is triggered by the rolling of the inflaton. 

Tachyonicc preheating transfers vacuum energy to kinetic energy. 
CP-violationn biases the baryon number changing processes. 

Baryogenesiss is achieved since the process is out of equilibrium. 
Thee system thermalizes to a low temperature T<100GeV. 

Thee evolution of the Universe proceeds normally. 

Questions: : 

Cann we make a consistent model of low scale inflation? 
Whatt is the thermalization time and resulting temperature after preheating? 
Howw large is the generated baryon asymmetry for a given magnitude of CP-violation? 
Iss the classical approximation valid during tachyonic preheating? 
Howw large is the effective CP-violation in the SM? 
Whatt is the role of sphalerons? 

Figuree 3.4: Summary of Cold Electroweak Baryogenesis. 
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